‘Zenit’ Football Club JSC

Registration N 7812005799
Principle State Registration Number 1027810329095
Founded Oct. 5, 1993
Current state registered
Registered Russian Federation
Address 197022, Санкт-Петербург, улица Профессора Попова, 37Щ
Website

‘Zenit’ Football Club JSC

Last profile update: Sept. 5, 2023

Documents external links

Company profile on clearspending.ru archived

Connections:

- Belov Pavel Aleksandrovich - employee
- Fursenko Sergey Aleksandrovich - the president
- Fursenko Sergey Aleksandrovich - chairman of the board
- Fursenko Sergey Aleksandrovich - the president
- Fursenko Sergey Aleksandrovich - board member
- Mutko Vitaliy Leont'evich – shareholder, Share 2.590%
- Mutko Vitaliy Leont'evich – the president
- Rotenberg Boris Borisovich – футболист

Related companies

- Gazprombank JSC – Shareholder, Share 51.000%
- Mass Media Development and Support Fund NPO – Shareholder, Share 10.800%
- ‘Zenit’ Basketball Club LLC – Controlled by, Share 100.000%
- LLC "Newspaper Our Zenith" – Controlled by, Share 99.000%

Finances

- GAZPROM INVESTGAZIFIKATSIIA LLC – Public contracts/Customer
- PJSC "Rostelecom" – Public contracts/Customer
- St. Petersburg State Unitary Enterprise ‘City Department of Inventory and Real Property Appraisal’ – Public contracts/Customer

Dossier:

Sanctions:

Mutko Vitaliy Leont'evich
VEB.RF, member of the supervisory board shareholder, Share 2.590%
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